Highaccuracy,widerange,rotation
anglemeasurementbytheuseoftwoparallel
interferencepatterns
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Basedontheideaofmeasuringsmallrotationangleswithaparallelinterferencepattern(PIP),amethod
isdevelopedtomeasurelargerotationanglesaccurately.TwoparallelPIP'sthathavedifferentperiods
areusedtonleasurearotationangleofanobject.Themeasurementmadewithasmall‑periodPIP
providesahighaccurこicy,alldthemeasurementmadewithalarge‑periodPIPprovidesawiderange.An
accuratemeasurementforwide‑rangeanglesismadebycombiningthetwomeasuredvalues.The
accuracyofthephasedetectionisdeterminedbytheperiodsoftwoPIP's.Rotationanglesfrom
approximately‑30to30arcmincanbemeasuredwithanaccuracyof0.2arcsec.Analyticalresultsare
supportedbyexperimentalresults.c1997OpticalSocietyofAmerica
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1. Introduction

that have different periods. A large rotation causes

Several optical methods based on interferometry,ド

a phase change of the large‑period PIP of less than
2‑n¥ and a measured value is obtained. This mea‑

autocollimation,6‑7 the internal reflection effect,8 and
the moire technique9 have been proposed for mea‑
surements of angles. However, for most of these
methods, it is di爪cult to achieve both high accuracy

sured value eliminates phase ambiguities of 2tt in a
measured value obtained from the small‑period PIP.
The technique to combine the two measured values is

and wide range. For this problem to be solved, a
method based on the idea of measuring small rotation

the same as that used in two‑wavelength interfero誓‑

angles by using a parallel interference pattern (PIP)1
is developed to measure wide‑range rotation angles
accurately.

tains the high accuracy that can be obtained with the
smalトperiod PIP, and the measurement range is as

With the use of a single PIP, the n‑easurement

etlY 10

The system measurement accuracy main‑

large as that obtained from the large‑period PIP.
Therefore, the system measurement range of a rota‑

range is limited to a phase change of 2T because of
ambiguity in the phase detection technique. This
corresponds to measuring a shi氏ofone fringe. The
measurement range is proportional to the period of
the PIP, and the measurement accuracy is inversely

tion angle is extended without sacri丘cing the high
measurement accuracy.
In Section 2 a theoretical analysis shows how to
combine the two measured values to obtain an accu‑

proportional to the period of the PIP. Thus it is
impossible to get both high accuracy and wide range
by using one PIP. Here we use two parallel PIPs

present an experimental setup in which we use two
sinusoidal phase‑modulating interferometers with
feedback‑control systems to eliminate the effects of
mechanical vibrations. The phases ofPIP's are de‑
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rate result for large rotation angles. In Section 3 we

tected with optical fibers. In Section 4 we describe
how to determine the periods of two PIP's when the
measurement accuracy of the phase depends on char‑
acteristics of the optical丘bers. In Section 5 we show
that the experimental results agree well with the
theoretical analysis. By using the two PIFs with
periods of500 ¥xm and 4.5 mm, we measure rotation
angles from approximately ‑30 to 30 arc min with an
accuracy of 0.2 arc sec.
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Fig. 2. Fundamental configuration to measure a rotation angle.

Fig. 1. PIFs of two different periods reflected by an optical sur‑
face.

From Eqs. (3) and (4), we have
2. Principle

2‑n +α1..

Two PIP's that have different periods and are parallel
with eachotherare shown in Fig. 1. The period of the
PIPi(i ‑ 1, 2) is expressed asSt. Thevalue ofS2 is
larger than the value ofSx and

S, ‑mS,,

(1)

where m > 1. The phase difference between the two
beams forming the PIP is called the phase of the PIP.
We define a plane on which the phases of the PIP are
constant as an equiphase plane (EPP). The object is
an optical surface that rotates around they axis and

αL'O

(5)

>n

Let us consider how the distance do changes by
rotation of the object. A top view of the arrangement
in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. The line passing the
phase detection points A and B is referred to as a
detection line. The angle between the detection line
and the line perpendicular to the reflected PIP is
denoted by β. We have
tan β ‑ zJdo,

(6)

where zO is the distance of points A and B along the
parallel interference fringes. Before a rotation of
the mirror, the phases of the two EPP's that contain

reflects the incident PIFs. We refer to a plane per‑
pendicular to they axis as plane P. The EPP's are
perpendicular to plane P and are re且ected by the
optical surface. Phases of the reflected EPP's are
detected at points A and B. The phases of the EPP's
that contain points A and B are expressed as aiA and

The distance do changes to d. The phases detected

αiB、 respectively, where αlA, α1B are the phases of PIP

atpointsAandBchangetoα

1 and α2A, α2B are the phases of PIP 2.

ference is expressed as

points A and B are expressed as αiA and αiB. respec‑

tively. When the optical surface rotates by an angle
0, the reflected PIP 1 and PIP 2 rotate by an angle 26.
andα

whosedif‑

The phase difference is expressed as
α,‑1αib

α

(7)

(2)

where 0 ≦ α, ≦ 2tt. From the geometrical relation‑

where 0 ≦ α,・o ≦ 2‑. Thedistanced。 is smallerthan

ship between distances do and d as shown in Fig. 2,
we have

α,0‑ 1α,B‑α/A,

the period S2 of PIP 2. We obtain two different ex‑
pressions of do by using PIP 1 and PIP 2, respectively.
Because the value ofα1。 is within 2・汀for PIP 1 even

if the do is more than nSl7 we have

do‑nSx+‑S^

(3)

d ‑誓孟2些do. (8)
By using approximations for trigonometric func‑
tion, such as sin 20 ‑ 20, cos 20 ‑ 1, whenthe angle
0 is smaller than 5‑, Eq. (8) reduces to
‑ {d ‑ d。)/2ォ。.

where n is a nonnegative integer. For PIP 2, we
have

do ‑芸芸Sリ・

(4)

(9)

From Eq. (9), the value of6 is positive when d > d。
and the value ofO is negative whend < dO. So, we
state that the rotation direction of the optical surface
that is shown in Fig. 2 is positive and the opposite
rotation direction is negative.
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First let us consider an expression of the rotation
angle 6 by using PIP 1. The distance d is given by
d ‑ n'Sx十(αi/2ir)Slt

(10)

where n'is a nonnegative integer. On substitution
ofEqs. (3) and (10) into Eq. (9), the expression off) is
given by

e ‑ivs,/2zo + e,

whereN‑n'‑n and
‑ (α1 I α )Si/4uz。.

:i2)

The measurement error of 6j caused by the random
e汀or in the measurement ofα10 and α is estimated
with its standard deviationげ

which is given byl

cr。 ‑ S: ＼盲げ/4TT2。,

(13)

where ∫ is the standard deviation of phase differ‑
ences 也lo, α

We see that the measurement accu‑

racyofBi isveryhighwhenSx issmall. Whenα1. ‑
tt, the symmetric measurement range for the positive
and negative rotation angles is obtained. The abso‑
lute measurement range ofOj is given byl

The measurement range of81 is very narrow when Sj
is small. From Eq. (14). Eq. (ll) is rewritten as
e‑ive,こIX十6,.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup; OSC, oscillator.

(15)

If the value ofN is accurately determined, the mea‑

and N are measured by Eqs. (12) and (17), respec‑

surement accuracy of9 is equal to that of Oj.
Second, let us discuss how to determine the value of

tively. It is clear that the measurement accuracy of
6 is equal to that ofO! after the integerNis accurately
determined.
Next we have an interest in measurement ranges
ofNand 6 in Eq. (15). From Eqs. (5) and (17), the
measurement range ofN is

N. In the condition ofd ≦ S。, we obtain a value for
6 that is measured by using PIP 2; this is denoted by
69as
e, ‑ (αll I α2。)S2/4‑z。.

(16)

‑n≦N≦m‑n‑1.
Because

the

period

SゥofPIP

2

is

m

times

as

large

the period St of PIP 1, the absolute measurement
range increases, but the accuracy decreases. On
substituting Eqs. (12) and (14) into the right‑hand
side ofEq. (15) and using Eq. (16) as the left‑hand
side ofEq. (15), the expression of AT is obtained as
N‑ [(α2 I α2。)m ‑ (α1 ‑ αio)J/2ir.

(17)

The measurement error ofN caused by the random
error in the measurement of α1。, αl一 α2Q, and ot2 i*3

estimated with its standard deviation uN. From Eq.
(17), we have

(xjV ‑ CT 、,ら 〔謡手前/277.

(18)

The integerNis decided exactly when the condition of
30^ < 0.5 is satisfied. This condition is equivalent
to 3crn , < Oj that is, the accuracy of the measure‑
mentふith a large‑period PIP is less than the range of
the measurement with the small‑period PIP. The
angle 6 is obtained from Eq. (15) when values ofOx
6192

(19)

as
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The absolute measurement range of AT is equal to m ‑
1, and the absolute measurement range of 8 in Eq.
(15) is mBj max. Therefore, the measurement range
is as wide as one obtained from the large‑period PIP.
In addition, we obtain n ‑ (m ‑ 1)/2 in the condition
ofα10 ‑ α。0 ‑ tt from Eq. (5). Then the measure‑

mentrangeofiVis from ‑(m ‑ 1)/2 to(m ‑ 1)/2, and
the measurement range of 0 in Eq. (15) is
‑mBi m,J2 ≦ 0 ≦ mfll,nnx/2.

(20)

Thus, for one to obtain the symmetric measurement
range for positive and negative angles, the condition
ofα10 ‑ α20 ‑ 7T is required. This condition is sat‑
isfiedifα2。 ‑ 77andm ‑ 2n + 1.
3. Optical System
As shown in Fig. 3, two Twyman‑Green type ofin‑
terferometers are used to generate two different
PIP's. The wavelength of laser diode LD i(i ‑ 1, 2)

is 780 nm. The diameters of collimated beams are
‑8 mm. In the interferometer i(i ‑ 1, 2), a PIP
occurs when two collimated laser beams intersect
with an angle 7,. The fringes exist everywhere the
two beams overlap. Because angle 7, is small, the
overlap length of the two laser beams or the length of
the parallel interference pattern is long enough for
our experiment. The PIP i is perpendicular to plane
P, which is regarded as the plane of the figure.
Beam splitter (BS) 3 is used to make the two PIP's
overlap each other. The incident angle of the PIP's
onto the optical surface is ‑5C

20

60

8( arcmin )
Fig. 4‑

Relationship between the rotation angle and the error in

As shown in Fig. 3, when the optical surface is
removed, the two beams from BS 1 separate at a
position far from the optical surface and are observed

phase detection.

as two spots on a plane perpendicular to plane P.
When the distance付om mirror M 1 to the observed

fore, withalO, α20'α

spots is expressed as Lx and the distance between the
centers of two observed spots is expressed as Hv the
value of angle ‑yx is obtained by the ratio ofHl to Ll.
To obtain an enough accuracy for angle 71? a long
distance Lx of approximately a few meters is neces‑

40

andα2, thevalues ofBx andN

are obtained by Eqs. (12) and (17). Feedback con‑
trollers 1 and 2 are used in interferometers 1 and 2,
respectively, to eliminate the fluctuations of phases
that are caused from mechanical vibrations.12 The
random errors in the measurement of the phase dif‑
ferences are greatly decreased. A standard devia‑

sary. Angle ‑γ2 is also adjusted in the same manner.

tion ct of phase differences α1。'a2(h α

In contrast, the distance between the centers of two

decreased from 0.1 rad to 2 mrad by using the
feedback‑control systems.

spots along a line perpendicular to plane P tells us
how PIP i is perpendicular to plane P. When the
four spots from BS 1 and BS 2 are on a line parallel
to plane P, the two PIP's are exactly perpendicular to
plane P. The center of the line connecting the two
spots hom BS 1 must be coincided with the center of
the line connecting the two spots from BS 2 to obtain
the two PIP's that are parallel to each other. In our
experiment,S‑^
5.36'and

・y2

‑

‑

0.5

35.6〝,

mmandSゥ‑

4.5

mm

atyx

‑

respectively.

Two fibers stuck together are used to detect the
interference signals at two points A and B. The out‑
sider diameters of the fibers are ‑1 mm, and their
core diameters are 50 l⊥m. The optical fibers are
placed parallel to plane P and along the propagation
direction of reflected laser beams to receive the light
at pointsA and B. The distances do andzo between
points A and B can easily be changed by moving the
position of optical fibers. In our experiment, dn ‑
S2/2, andz。 ‑ 120 mm.
In the interferometers, the injection currents of the
laser diodes are modulated with a sinusoidal signal to
change the wavelength of the laser diodes, and sinu‑
soidal phase‑modulating interferometry is used. As
a way to distinguish the two interference signals of
interferometers 1 and 2. the modulation frequencies
of the injection currents of two laser diodes are 8 and

and α。 can be

4. Determination of Periods Sl and S2
The core diameters of graded‑index optical fibers
were 50トtm. For the phases of the PIP to be de‑

tected exactly, it is desirable that the value ofSx is
approximately ten times the core diameter of the op‑
tical

fiber.

PeriodSl

was

500

j上m.

We

obtained

an

accuracy of2 mrad for the phase detection when the
direction of the light incident upon the optical fiber
was almost perpendicular to the face of the optical
fiber and the center of the light was on the center of
the face of the fiber. The accuracy is not kept while
the rotation angle becomes large. Because the cen‑
ter of the light moves off the center of the face of the
fiber at a large rotation angle, the intensity of the
light received with the optical丘ber decreases. A
weak received light increases the standard deviation
げofthephase differences 比lo, α芝O, α andα To
investigate the property of the optical丘bers, we did
the experiment whose results are shown in Fig. 4.
The measured object was a mirror, which was rotated
at intervals of8.5 arc sec. Phase α

was detectedten

times within 5 min every time the mirror rotated by

one interval. We obtained the standard deviation I
of the random errors in the phase detection. We
found that the value ofcr became larger as the rota‑

1 kHz, respectively.ll Two optical fibers are con‑
nected with two photodiodes (PD's) 1 and 2 to detect
the interference signals. The interference signals
are sent into a computer through an analog‑to‑digital
converter. By the use of the technique ofsinusoidal
phase‑modulating interferometry, the phases of the
interference signals are detected. Thus we obtain

tion angle 9 became larger. The value of'T was be‑
yond 2 mrad when the rotation angle 6 was larger
than ‑40 arcmin. To obtain a high measurement
accuracy, we keep an accuracy of 2 mrad for phase
detection. Then we limit the maximum rotation an‑

two phase differences α1。 and α2。 for PIP 1 and PIP

positive and negative rotation angle 82 is S2/4z。.
This range must be equal to or a little smaller than

2, respectively. A氏er the optical surface rotates, in
the same way we also obtain two phase differences α1
and αゥfor PIP P, and PIP P?, respectively. There‑

gleto40arcmin, thatis, 9max ‑ 40 arcmin. When
α2。 ‑ it, the symmetric measurement range for the

'max to
ThuswehaveSり≦4zo8max. Whenα2。 ‑ ‑,20 ‑ 120
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Table 1. Measurement Results of Small Rotation Ang‑es
0。

19'12.0"
‑6'3.5'
‑3'16.5′′

‑2

0

2

10

‑

N

1.01

‑0.99

0.01

′,.

‑

1

‑

‑2'2.5"

1

‑3'16.3〝

‑ 0.01

0.3''

3′10.5〝

0.01

3'10.3"

9′11.3''

1.01

0.99

ど

‑9′12.2′′

1'6.4''

0.5'
6'20.0''
‑10

AL

‑49.5''

'1.4′'

‑6'3.3〝

13'16.3'′

0.2〝

‑0.2''

‑0.2′'

0.3''

0.2"

3'10.3"
6′20.2''

0.2"
‑0.2''

9′11.1′'

0.2''

flc ( arcmin )

o

mm,andOtヂ‑40arcmin,wehaveS2<5.59mm.
Inourexperiment,thevalueofmwastakentobean
oddnumbertoobtainasymmetricmeasurement
rangeforpositiveandnegativeangles.Thevalueof
mwas9andperiodS2was4.5mm.FromEq.(18),
wehadSaM‑0.012fora
'AT‑2mradandm‑9.The
conditionof3crN<0.5wassatisfied.

arcmin.Themeasure
lmax/2andQx/2inth
where8lmax‑7′9.7
valuesofO,?i‑8j′
0〝asshowninTable
standarddeviation
fr。mthemeasureme
arcsec.Thetheoret
elyア。.2
is0.2arcsecatcT‑2
Nextwetriedtomake
wholerange.Theobj
10.2arcminfromapp
Therotationangles
Themeasurementres
tionareshowninFig
ofα2jumpsover2ti
observationindica
Nisfrom‑4to4andth
rotationangle6obt
arcminto32arcmin.
byrelations(19)an
≦0≦32′13〝,res
scribedinSection2
perimentalresults

5.Measurements

6.Conelusions

Wedidexperimentswiththeexperimentalsetup
showninFig.3.Becausethevalueofmisoddand
α2。‑‑7r'α1。‑Tandn‑4.Asawaytoexaminethe
principleofourmethod,therotationangle0was
measuredbyourmethodandwithanautocollimator.
AsshowninFig.5,therotationangle6wasgivenat
intervalsof‑3arcminfromapproximately‑9to9
arcminbytheautocollimator.Thevaluesmea‑
suredwiththeautocollimatorareexpressedas9C.
Ateachvalueof9C,wedetectedthevaluesofαand
αFromEqs.(12)and(17),weobtainedthevalues
ofQlandN,respectively.Theirmeasuredvalues
areexpressedasNmand8lmandareshowninFigs.
5(a)and5(b),respectively.Figure5(a)showsthat
thevalueofiVmisnotanintegerandisalmost1,0,
and‑1.ThedifferencesofNmfrom1,0,and‑1are
・0.01,whichiscaused付omtheerror<rN.Although
theexperimentalvalueofaN‑0.01wasalittle
differentfromthetheoreticalvalueof汀N‑0.004
obtainedfromEq.(18),theconditionof3ctn<0.5was
satis丘edintheexperiments.Fromthevalueofivm,
weobtainedthevalueofJVasshowninTable1.The
measurementresultsinFig.5(b)showthatthevalue
of81/Mchangesfromapproximately‑3arcminto3

Basedontheideaofm
withaPIP,amethodo
anglehasbeenprese
Dignitiesinthepha
surementrangegive
PIPissmall.Towide
usealarge‑periodP
PIPtoeliminateaph
combinationofthet
PIP's,theintegerN

(b)
Fig. 5. Measuren‑ent of rotation angles by our nlethod and an
autocollimator: (a) measurement results ofiV,,,, (b) measurement
results of 6,m.
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()(arcmm)

Fig. 6. Measurement results ofN,,, for wide‑range rotation angles.

standard deviation aN ofN satisfies the condition 3cTN
< 0.5. This condition means that the measurement
error from the large‑period PIP is smaller than the
measurement range from the small‑period PIP.

When the ratio of two periods or the standard devi‑
ation cT of the random error in the phase detection is

small, this condition is easily satisfied. With this,
the measurement accuracy is as high as one obtained
from the small‑period PIP, and the measurement
range is as wide as one obtained from the large‑period
PIP. In the experiments, the accuracy of the phase
detection for rotation angles depends greatly on the
characteristics of the optical fibers. For a large ro‑
tation angle, the accuracy of the phase detection be‑
comes low because the light received with the optical
丘bers becomes weak. A maximum rotation angle is
limited so that the accuracy of the phase detection is
higher than a specified value crs. This condition de‑

2.

J.

G.

3.

the

large

period

Sゥofthe

PIP.

The

small

period Sx of the PIP is determined by the core diam‑
eter

of

the

optical

fiber.

When

Sx

‑

500

p.m,

Sウニ

4.5 mm, and cxs. ‑ 2 mrad, rotation angles were mea‑
sured with a high accuracy of0.2 arcsec in the range
from approximately ‑30 arcmin to 30 arcmin.
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